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Abstract
Traditional CPUs and cloud systems based on them have embraced the hardware-based trusted execution environments to securely isolate computation from malicious OS or hardware attacks. However, GPUs and their cloud deployments have yet to include such support for hardware-based trusted computing. As large amounts of sensitive data are offloaded to GPU acceleration in cloud environments, ensuring the security of the data is a current and pressing need. Deployed today, the outsourced GPU model is vulnerable to attacks from compromised privileged software. To support isolated remote execution on GPUs even under vulnerable operating systems, this paper proposes a novel hardware and software architecture, called HIX (Heterogeneous Iso-lated eXecution). HIX does not require modifications to the GPU architecture to offer protections: Instead, it offers security by modifying the I/O interconnect between the CPU and GPU, and by refactoring the GPU device driver to work from within the CPU trusted environment. As a result of the architectural choices behind HIX, the concept can be applied to other offload accelerators besides GPUs. This work implements the proposed HIX architecture on an emulated machine with KVM and QEMU. Experimental results from the emulated security support with a real GPU show that the performance overhead for security is curtailed to 26% on average for the Rodinia benchmark, while providing secure isolated GPU computing.
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1 Introduction
In conventional CPU-based computation, hardware-based trusted execution environments (TEE) such as Intel SGX and ARM TrustZone have been providing trusted and isolated computing environments to user applications. Such hardware-based TEEs reduce the trusted computing base (TCB) of the computation to the processor and critical code running in TEE. With the TEE support, security-critical applications can be protected from compromised privileged software as well as hardware-based attacks to the memory and system buses, to provide secure computation running on untrusted remote cloud servers.

With increasing use of general purpose GPU computing from traditional high performance computing to data center acceleration and machine learning applications, securing the GPU computation has become critical to protect security sensitive data [34, 45, 56, 57]. However, although even more and more critical data are processed in GPUs, trusted computing is yet to be supported in GPU computation. In the current system architecture, high performance discrete GPUs communicate with CPUs through I/O interconnects such as PCI Express (PCIe) buses, and the GPU driver which is part of the operating system controls the GPUs [25]. As the privileged operating system can fully control the hardware I/O interconnects and GPU driver, computing in GPUs is vulnerable to potential attacks on the operating system [8]. Beyond the GPU-based computing, the proliferation of various accelerator-based computing models has been increasing...
the demands for higher-level of security supports for accelerators under the vulnerable privileged software.

In existing architectures, both of the code and data in GPUs can be compromised by a privileged adversary. Recent work has demonstrated that the integrity of GPU code can be subverted by disrupting and replacing the code at runtime with an off-the-shelf reverse engineering tool [13]. In addition to code, data in GPU can potentially be uncovered and leaked [45]. GPU data vulnerable to confidentiality attacks comprises both the communication data being transferred to and from a GPU, and the data being processed within a GPU. The susceptibility of GPUs to confidentiality and integrity attacks stems from the lack of access control to their interfaces such as the I/O interconnects and memory-mapped I/O addresses.

To support secure computing in GPUs, this paper proposes a novel hardware and software architecture for isolating GPUs even from the potentially malicious privileged software (OS and hypervisor). The proposed architecture, called Heterogeneous Isolated eXecution (HIX), requires minor extensions to the current PCIe interconnect implementation and the TEE support in CPUs. The goal of HIX is to extend the security guarantees, namely confidentiality and integrity of user data, of TEE technologies to heterogeneous computing environments. At the time of writing, none of these technologies protect accelerators in heterogeneous systems from privileged software attacks; they only protect the code and data in trusted “enclaves” running on the processors. In this work, we expand the scope of a widely used trusted isolation technology, Intel SGX, to secure general purpose accelerators, in particular GPUs.

Our proposed architecture consists of four main hardware and software changes. First, key functions of the GPU driver are removed from the operating system (OS) and relocated in a separate process in its own GPU enclave. The GPU enclave is an extension of the current SGX enclave, designed to exclusively manage the GPU. Second, the PCIe interconnect architecture is slightly modified to prevent the OS from changing the routing configuration of the interconnect, once the GPU enclave is completely initialized. Third, the memory management unit (MMU) is augmented to protect the memory mapped GPU I/O region from unauthorized accesses. Fourth, the CPU counterpart process of a GPU application runs on an SGX enclave, and the SGX enclave sets up a trusted communication path to the GPU enclave, which is robust even against privileged adversaries.

To support the secure execution environments for GPUs without any GPU modification, HIX does not provide the protection against direct hardware-based attacks, as PCIe buses and the memory of GPUs are exposed to such hardware attacks in the current architecture. Although the security level is lower compared to the hardware TEEs for CPUs, HIX can be extended to other accelerators without requiring any modification of the accelerators themselves, if the accelerator is connected via I/O interconnects.

We evaluate the proposed architecture in terms of security and performance. We have implemented a prototype for HIX on KVM and QEMU, adding extra instructions for the GPU enclave and separating the GPU driver from the operating system. The prototype using the emulation connected to a real GPU shows that the performance degradation introduced by HIX secure GPU computation is 26% compared to the conventional unsecure GPU computation for the benchmarks from the Rodinia suite.

We summarize the main contributions of this work as follows:

- We provide an attack surface assessment of GPU computation. We identify key GPU components that can be attacked from privileged software: PCIe interconnect, memory mapped I/O region, and GPU driver.
- We augment the design of the PCIe interconnect to block any routing change after the GPU initialization, and to further guarantee the address mapping immutability of the memory mapped I/O region to the GPU.
- We extend the current SGX interface to support the GPU enclave, which runs the GPU driver in a secure way. The MMU design is extended to protect the GPU memory mapped I/O region from unauthorized accesses.
- We implement a prototype on an emulated system with KVM and QEMU to evaluate the performance overhead of HIX. Although it is implemented in the emulated system due to the required changes in hardware, it faithfully reflects necessary changes in hardware interfaces and software architectures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the current architecture of SGX, PCIe, and GPU driver. Section 3 discusses the threat model. Section 4 presents the proposed architecture. Section 5 discusses the security analysis and shows performance results. Section 6 presents the prior work and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Background

HIX is designed on top of Intel SGX architecture and the PCI Express standard. We provide a brief overview of these technologies in this section.

2.1 Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX)

Intel SGX is a hardware-based protection technology that provides a trusted execution environment (TEE) called an enclave, protected even from the privileged software and direct hardware attacks. SGX protects the enclave memory and execution contexts to support the strong isolated execution. The SGX hardware-based isolated execution is augmented
by an attestation service that verifies the integrity of the code running on the enclave [1, 35].

The main memory is untrusted under the SGX threat model, and thus, SGX provides memory encryption and access restriction mechanisms to protect a small region of main memory for enclaves, called the enclave page cache (EPC). Although SGX uses the virtual memory support provided by the untrusted OS, it protects EPC pages from unauthorized accesses with hardware-based verification. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of SGX address space. In the figure, ELRANGE (Enclave Linear Address Range) is the protected virtual address range in the enclave, and the pages in the range are guaranteed to be mapped to EPC pages. When an enclave is created, the system software registers the virtual address and corresponding EPC physical address of a page in the protected memory using EADD SGX instruction. During handling of the EADD instruction, the hardware stores the mapping information in the enclave page cache map (EPCM) to verify future accesses to the page during address translation in MMU [9].

### 2.2 PCI Express Architecture

Modern GPUs are connected to the system via the PCI Express (PCIe) interface. The PCIe interface facilitates memory-mapped I/O (MMIO) access to PCIe devices for software. Since the MMIO mechanism maps the hardware registers and memory of a device to the system memory address space for software, this enables the software to transparently access the PCIe devices using regular memory addresses. Figure 2 illustrates how the system routes device access requests to the device by using the system memory address map [49]. CPU is responsible for distinguishing accesses to the MMIO regions from main memory accesses. It uses its internal hardware registers which are initialized by BIOS at system boot time, to route access requests for MMIO appropriately [19].

When the address of a memory access is for the MMIO region, the PCIe root complex takes the request. As PCIe devices are attached to the system as a tree, where the PCIe root complex is its root, the root complex creates a PCIe transaction packet and routes it to the desired device, using the hardware routing registers [5, 43]. These registers are also initialized by the BIOS at system boot time to cover the entire physical address ranges of attached devices.

Modern PCIe devices use direct memory access (DMA) to directly read or write the main memory without CPU intervention. The DMA arrows in Figure 2 show how the system routes the DMA request. An input/output memory management unit (IOMMU) can be used to translate device addresses to physical addresses for DMAs [42].

### 2.3 Controlling GPU in Software

Given the underlying hardware I/O path described in Section 2.2, the software is able to control the GPU by writing commands to a GPU command buffer in the GPU MMIO region. Once a virtual address is assigned to the GPU MMIO physical address, the OS or a user process can access the GPU through the MMIO virtual address, if the MMIO virtual address is accessible from the OS or process [47]. The data such as GPU binary codes or input data can be transferred to the GPU via MMIO or DMA, while DMA is optimized for bulk data transfers [15].

### 3 Threat Model

#### 3.1 Attacker Model and Assumptions

The adversarial model we address is a privileged adversary with the goal of breaking confidentiality and integrity of the data to be processed by GPUs. We focus on attack vectors comprising the hardware and software I/O data path between a user application to the GPU. We assume that the adversary has privileged software control over the target system. Specifically, the adversary can control all the privileged software components such as the OS kernel and device drivers within the kernel space. In addition to being capable of controlling code execution of these components, the adversary is also able to inspect and observe data in main memory and manage the system address map, a set of information indicating where main memory and MMIO access requests should be routed. We also assume that the CPU package and GPU card are trusted, and the GPU has its own separate device memory.

#### 3.2 Out of Scope

Consistent with the defense scope of SGX, we do not consider physical attacks to the CPU package and side channel-based attacks [9]. It is not our goal to defend against implementation bugs in user code to be run within the enclaves and
GPUs [11]. Availability attacks such as not to schedule a specific process are not in our scope.

Apart from the limitations we inherit from Intel SGX, HIX has several limitations specific to PCIe devices and I/O interconnect architecture. Physical attacks on the PCIe interconnects and GPUs, such as directly injecting PCIe packets in the I/O communication path with a special hardware or accessing the GPU memory physically, are out of scope of HIX. This is an inherent trade-off we make because this study is based on unmodified GPU hardware. Using the PCIe peer-to-peer transaction functionality with a GPU protected by HIX is not available. While the latest GPUs support on-demand page-fault mechanism in GPUs [10, 16], the GPU computing model that HIX supports is restricted to the conventional model, which requires all the data to be in the GPU device memory before a GPU kernel execution. In addition, we do not address availability attacks against GPUs in the form of resource exhaustion or denial-of-service attacks. We discuss the limitations in more detail in Section 5.6.

4 HIX Architecture

4.1 Architecture Overview

A key tenet in the HIX design is securing the command and data path from the user application to a GPU at the software and hardware levels. In a typical unprotected setting, the GPU driver is part of the operating system (OS), and the I/O path to the GPU through MMIO is controlled by the OS. However, in the proposed HIX architecture, the GPU driver is separated from the OS, running in a secure enclave. The OS cannot affect the MMIO mapping and routing to the GPU.

To provide the secure computing, the following software and hardware components must be supported.

**Isolated GPU management with GPU enclave:** For secure GPU computing under the vulnerable OS, HIX separates the GPU driver from the OS space. The GPU driver runs on a TEE environment, called GPU enclave, as illustrated in Figure 3. Only the GPU enclave is allowed to access the GPU MMIO region, protecting the GPU MMIO from the malicious OS.

**Secure hardware I/O path:** The GPU enclave manages the GPU exclusively by sending commands and data through MMIO, and thus the communication through MMIO must be secured from the OS and other applications. It requires several hardware extensions to the SGX support as well as the PCIe architecture. First, similar to the enclave memory protection, the OS is not allowed to change the virtual to physical address mapping for the GPU MMIO region, once the mapping is established for the GPU enclave. Second, any accesses other than from the GPU enclave to the GPU MMIO region must be prohibited. Third, the GPU MMIO mapping and routing configuration in the PCIe root complex must not be changed once the GPU enclave is initialized. Finally, the DMA data from/to the GPU must be protected from the malicious OS.

**Trusted application-to-GPU communication:** For secure GPU computation, GPU requests are transferred from the user enclave to the GPU enclave, and the GPU enclave sends the corresponding command to the GPU on behalf of the user enclave. HIX leverages attestation and symmetric encryption to ensure the secure communication between the user and GPU enclave.

Table 1 summarizes the required hardware and software changes. With the hardware and software changes, HIX provides trusted GPU services to user enclaves, supporting the confidentiality and integrity of their sensitive data and the secure execution on them.

### Table 1. Required hardware and software changes for HIX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Changed Component</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Inter-enclave communication</td>
<td>Trusted GPU usage for users</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW</td>
<td>New SGX instructions</td>
<td>HW support for GPU enclave</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW</td>
<td>Internal data structures</td>
<td>HW support for GPU enclave</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW</td>
<td>MMU page table walker</td>
<td>MMIO access protection</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW</td>
<td>PCIe root complex</td>
<td>MMIO lockdown</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW</td>
<td>GPU enclave</td>
<td>Sole GPU control</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As illustrated in Figure 3, central to the HIX design is the user-mode GPU enclave, which is responsible for two functions: (1) sole control over the GPU, and (2) sole user access interface to the GPU. To reduce the attack surface, HIX separates the critical functionality for controlling the GPU from the OS-resident driver, and isolate it within the GPU enclave.

The role of the remaining part of driver in the OS is reduced to offering benign kernel services such as assigning new virtual addresses for MMIO regions allocated to the GPU enclave. During its initialization, the GPU enclave resets the GPU state to eliminate possible untrusted GPU programs loaded in the GPU. A required extension for SGX to support the GPU enclave is to allow the GPU enclave to access...
the GPU MMIO region exclusively, preventing all the other software from accessing the GPU MMIO region.

4.2.1 GPU MMIO Registration

HIX provides extended SGX instructions to safely manage GPU MMIO regions related to GPU management and data copy. The hardware needs to know (1) which MMIO region should be protected (the physical addresses of MMIO region), (2) where it is mapped in the GPU enclave’s virtual address space (the corresponding virtual address of MMIO region), and (3) which GPU enclave should be permitted to access, to protect the hardware I/O path from unauthorized accesses. To register the GPU MMIO regions, two new instructions: EGCREAD and EGADD, similar to the Intel SGX instructions ECREATE and EADD, are added.

Intel SGX stores SGX internal data structures in EPC memory pages that are not accessible from software. Likewise, HIX stores additional internal data structures for GPU management in EPC memory pages. Two of the hidden data structures are GPU enclave control structure (GECS) and trusted GPU MMIO region (TGMR) table, which are analogous to the SGX enclave control structure (SECS) and enclave page cache map (EPCM) for regular enclaves. GECS contains the control information regarding the GPU enclave including the hardware GPU number and GPU enclave ID. TGMR contains the virtual and physical address mapping information of the GPU MMIO region, which is used to verify the address mapping for the MMIO region.

Figure 4 illustrates how the security meta-data structures for a GPU enclave are used. During its initialization, a GPU enclave process creates a GPU enclave by using EGCREAD instruction with the GPU number consisting of bus, device, and function numbers, retrieved from the PCIe interface provided by the trusted PCIe root complex. Then a pair of the created GPU enclave ID and GPU number is stored in the GECS. HIX hardware ensures that the given GPU is a real hardware GPU, and no GPU is registered to two GPU enclaves at the same time. After creation, the GPU enclave registers virtual address and MMIO physical address pairs to HIX with EGADD instruction. During the registration, HIX checks whether the virtual address and MMIO address are valid for the GPU enclave and owning GPU device, and stores it into the TGMR table, if they are verified. The registered MMIO regions are access-protected through verification using a virtual to physical address mapping protection, similar to SGX regular enclaves. The MMIO access protection mechanism is detailed in Section 4.3.1.

4.2.2 GPU Initialization and Measurement

Once the GPU enclave is created and loaded, it initializes the GPU state to clean up any potentially malicious code in the GPU. In addition, the GPU enclave reads and measures the GPU BIOS, which may have been compromised before the GPU enclave is created. Note that once the GPU enclave is created, the GPU enclave has the exclusive control over the GPU, and thus even the operating system cannot change the BIOS of GPU.

Attesting the GPU hardware is done through two steps: (1) verifying the integrity of the GPU BIOS, and (2) resetting the GPU to eliminate potential malicious codes. The GPU enclave reads the GPU BIOS bytecode from the address stored in the PCIe expansion ROM base address register. Once the GPU BIOS is verified to be genuine, HIX initiates the reset step for the GPU, cleansing the GPU device state.

4.2.3 GPU Protection on GPU Enclave Termination

Although HIX does not address availability attacks, HIX is still responsible for protecting the data in the GPU when the GPU enclave becomes unavailable. Even if the adversary forcefully kills the GPU enclave, the GPU is protected by HIX hardware. As the killed GPU enclave process still owns the GPU, the GPU can no longer be accessed by any software, and even a newly created GPU enclave process cannot own the GPU. Hence the user data in the GPU remains inaccessible and protected. The GPU can only be used again after the system is shutdown and booted again. During the system cold boot procedure, the GPU memory and register states are all reset, and the GPU registration information stored in GECS and TGMR table is cleared.

If the OS asks a graceful termination to the GPU enclave, the GPU enclave aborts the entire GPU execution, clears the GPU data, and returns the GPU to the OS. User enclaves are notified that the GPU enclave is terminated and the GPU is no longer trusted.

4.3 Securing I/O Path: MMIO and DMA

The next step to secure GPU computing is to protect command and data path to the GPU. The command path to the GPU is through PCIe interconnect accessed via MMIO,
the data can be transferred by MMIO and DMA. This section presents the I/O path protection by HIX.

### 4.3.1 MMIO Access Protection

The baseline SGX EPC access protection mechanism validates the virtual-to-physical mapping in a translation lookaside buffer (TLB) with the information in EPCM. HIX extends it to protect address translation for the MMIO region, using GECS and TGMR, as illustrated in Figure 4. When a software accesses the MMIO region with a virtual address, the MMU translates it to physical address using the TLB. For a TLB miss, before adding a TLB entry into the TLB, the hardware page table walker validates it with the following four comparisons: (1) the current process is the GPU enclave by comparing its enclave ID with GECS, (2) the virtual address in the new TLB entry matches that the GPU enclave requests, (3) the virtual address in the new TLB entry matches that in TGMR, and (4) the physical address in the new TLB entry matches that in TGMR. The entry will be added into the TLB only if the validation succeeds. Otherwise, the access will be denied. The validation guarantees only a qualified GPU enclave can access its own MMIO region.

This access validation step shares mostly the same mechanism as regular enclaves, partially sharing the same hardware logic component for verification. One minor difference from the regular SGX enclave is to use the enclave metadata dedicated to the GPU enclave (GECS and TGMR) to protect the GPU MMIO regions. For regular enclaves, the unchanged SGX does not consider to protect accesses to the MMIO region.

### 4.3.2 MMIO Lockdown and Securing PCIe Routing

In the conventional architecture, the privileged system software can remap the MMIO region, or even maliciously modify PCIe packet routing direction by modifying PCIe device registers such as Base Address Registers (BARs) that store the information about the MMIO region. To guarantee that the MMIO region mapping and routing of PCIe messages to the GPU are not modified by malicious software, HIX provides an MMIO lockdown mechanism in the PCIe root complex.

The MMIO lockdown feature is enabled when `EGCREATE` is called, to freeze the MMIO address map. The processor must freeze the MMIO configuration registers of all PCIe devices between the PCIe root complex and GPU. All the information about the MMIO regions and PCIe routing is stored in hardware registers. When the lockdown is enabled, the PCIe root complex rejects all PCIe configuration write requests that attempt to modify the MMIO address map and routing configuration. The root complex is able to inspect the destination of a write request to modify register values by inspecting the target device number and register offset in the PCIe configuration transaction packet [5, 19, 43]. If the packet is intended to modify the registers related to PCIe routing or MMIO mapping, the root complex simply discards it. In addition to the lockdown during `EGCREATE`, HIX extends SGX to securely measure the MMIO configuration register values as part of the GPU enclave measurement.

### 4.3.3 Trusted DMA

Under the malicious OS, the data transfer through DMA is not secure. The DMA memory region is not protected by SGX, and in addition, the OS can route the DMA data to any memory pages by assigning the target buffer to arbitrary memory pages or by compromising the IOMMU page table. Therefore, to support the confidentiality and integrity of DMAed data in HIX, the data transferred via DMA must be encrypted and integrity-protected with message authentication code (MAC). With the protection for DMA data, only the encrypted DMA data exist in the unprotected buffer and the integrity is validated by MAC. Therefore, the OS cannot break the confidentiality and integrity of DMA data. Across user enclaves, the GPU enclave, and GPU, keys are securely exchanged as discussed in Section 4.4.1. With the secure key exchange, the communication through untrusted DMA mechanism is protected.

### 4.4 Application-to-GPU Communication

As the GPU enclave solely controls the GPU, it should provide a trusted interface for GPU service to user enclaves. Figure 5 shows the communication path between a user enclave and the GPU enclave. Note that the GPU enclave can make secure connections with different keys against multiple user enclaves simultaneously.

**Trusted Runtime User Library:** HIX provides the trusted user runtime library for applications, which runs in each application enclave. This library consists of GPU APIs such as memory copy or GPU kernel launch operation, the security module containing key initialization and user data encryption, and the communication module for data transfers. The library facilitates the application development for the trusted GPU execution with HIX. In the user enclave of a GPU application, the trusted user runtime is in charge of the...
secure interaction with the GPU enclave, hiding the details of user-side software components of HIX.

4.4.1 Secure Inter-Enclave Communication

GPU management and GPU service functions are moved from the OS device driver to the GPU enclave, which runs as a separate user space process. Therefore, a communication channel that ensures the confidentiality and integrity of the transferred data among a user enclave, the GPU enclave, and the GPU has to be established. To provide the confidentiality and integrity of transmitted data via untrusted inter-enclave shared media, HIX uses a symmetric authenticated encryption. A user enclave and the GPU enclave perform SGX-supported local attestation to verify each other. Once they establish the trust through attestation, they create a shared symmetric key by using the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol. As the Diffie-Hellman key exchange can be done among multiple parties, the GPU also participates in this key setup procedure and generates a shared symmetric key.

The GPU enclave uses two communication channels with each user enclave; a message queue and shared memory. The message queue is used for communication synchronization, and the shared memory is for the actual encrypted data transmission. The user enclave first writes an encrypted data into the inter-enclave shared memory, and transfers a request through the message queue, waking up the GPU enclave. Then, the GPU enclave handles the request with the data in the shared memory after decrypting it with the shared key.

4.4.2 Secure Communication between the GPU Enclave and GPU

Once the trust is set and a key is shared, two enclaves can communicate securely through an unsecure medium such as shared memory. Between the GPU enclave and GPU itself, the secure communication path is established through the trusted MMIO to the GPU device. A GPU command buffer is allocated in the trusted MMIO region and secured by HIX’s MMIO access protection. The GPU enclave sends commands that the user enclave requests to the GPU through the secure command buffer.

A naive design for memory copy operation from the user enclave to the GPU, is to copy the user encrypted data to the GPU enclave first. The GPU enclave decrypts and re-encrypts with a different key, and copies the data again to GPU. To eliminate unnecessary data copy and encryption, the HIX design adopts a single-copy mechanism, as the user enclave, GPU enclave, and GPU share a key. The GPU enclave sends a command to the GPU to copy the user encrypted data in the inter-enclave shared memory to the GPU memory (\texttt{cuMemcpyHtoD}), or copy the data in the GPU memory to the inter-enclave shared memory (\texttt{cuMemcpyDtoH}) directly. This design mitigates the overheads from cryptography and data copy. The GPU enclave performs in-GPU decryption after copying encrypted data from the shared memory to the GPU memory, or performs in-GPU encryption before copying the data from the GPU memory to the shared memory. HIX supports two ways for data copy; (1) directly writing data to the trusted MMIO that is mapped to the GPU memory, and (2) using a GPU DMA engine to copy data [26]. In both ways, the single-copy mechanism is used.

4.4.3 Communication Example

This section describes how data is securely transferred between endpoints, \textit{i.e.} a user enclave and the GPU. For a memory copy from host to device (\texttt{cuMemcpyHtoD}), the user enclave first copies the encrypted metadata for the request such as data size, and sends a \texttt{cuMemcpyHtoD} request to the GPU enclave through the message queue. After the GPU enclave decrypts the request and accepts it, the user enclave encrypts the actual data and copies it into the inter-enclave shared memory, and notifies the GPU enclave again. Unlike the request metadata that is decrypted in the GPU enclave, the user data heading to the GPU is directly copied from the inter-enclave shared memory to the GPU memory, through either MMIO or DMA, by the GPU enclave. Then, the GPU enclave launches an in-GPU decryption kernel to decrypt data in the GPU, and replies to the user enclave that the data copy is done. Then, the user enclave can send a next request, such as launching a kernel.

4.5 Support for Multiple User Contexts

The pre-Volta Multi-Process Server (MPS) from NVIDIA allows the concurrent multi-kernel execution in GPU from different user processes. However, the pre-Volta MPS platform merges kernels from different user processes into a single GPU context with multiple streams, since the current GPU allows only one GPU context to be executed in GPU at a time [24, 37]. As kernels even from different user processes share the same GPU context including the address space, a kernel can access the address range used by a different kernel [37].

Unlike the pre-Volta MPS, HIX creates multiple GPU contexts, each of which is for each user enclave, to isolate a user GPU address space from the others. Each user enclave sets up a unique key with the GPU enclave for secure communication. The GPU enclave creates separate GPU contexts for user enclaves and maintains per-user keys. The GPU multi-context execution is done by context switches in GPU. If the current context does not have any pending request for kernel execution, a context switch occurs to a different context [16].

Prior studies reported that the GPU context switch and memory dealoc ation, if not carefully done, can leak information through the shared memory and global memory [17, 45, 51]. To prevent such data leaks, the GPU runtime system must cleanse the deallocated global memory and
shared memory. The high cost of context switch in GPUs will adversely affect the performance of HIX. The latest NVIDIA Volta architecture supports a better isolated simultaneous execution with a fully separate GPU address space for each client [38]. If the GPU-side support for concurrent multi-context execution is available, improving HIX with the support is our future work.

5 Evaluation
This section presents the HIX prototype implementation on an emulated system, and evaluates its performance overheads. In addition, the section provides a qualitative assessment of the security of HIX built upon its design principles.

5.1 Trusted Computing Base (TCB)
HIX is secured with a combination of memory encryption and access restriction [36]. In Table 2, we enumerate the components of HIX’s TCB, together with their respective attack surfaces and protection mechanisms. To operate on commodity GPUs without any modification, we protect GPU hardware resources with access restriction, where the modified MMU denies all accesses other than from the GPU enclave. The trusted PCIe I/O routing mechanism guarantees packets to reach the desired GPU with the MMIO lockdown from the PCIe root complex. Furthermore, auxiliary control data structures used for access validation are further secured with the hardware-based SGX protection, which stores the data as encrypted in EPC pages, and allows no software accesses to it. Enclaves, secured with Intel SGX, communicate with the inter-enclave shared memory, protected by authenticated encryption.

5.2 Prototype Implementation
We implemented a prototype of HIX using the system virtualization and emulation. The software components such as the trusted GPU driver in the GPU enclave, and the protected communication mechanism across the user enclave, GPU enclave, and GPU, are implemented on top of the emulated system. The system emulation uses KVM-SGX [22] and QEMU-SGX [23] that are provided by Intel to enable SGX functionalities in a guest virtual machine.

The required hardware modifications such as the MMIO lockdown and new instructions are supported via emulation. For the new HIX instructions, we used the conditional VM exit mechanism for SGX instructions by using the ENCLS-exiting bitmap [18]. It is a 64-bit field in the virtual machine control structure (VMCS), and each bit position of the bitmap forces the corresponding SGX instruction to incur a VM exit. The instructions and internal data structures are implemented in KVM and managed by the VM exit handler. PCIe MMIO lockdown is implemented in the QEMU’s emulated IOH3420 PCIe root port device. The modified PCIe root device rejects write requests to the PCIe configuration space if the request modifies the registers for MMIO routing. TLB entry validation, checking whether the MMIO addresses are modified or whether an adversary is accessing the trusted MMIO, is emulated in the EPT violation handling procedure of KVM [54].

For the GPU driver running on the GPU enclave, we use Gdev, an open-source CUDA platform for GPU computing [27, 28]. Gdev is modified to run on the modified SGX enclave as the GPU enclave. In the Gdev design, synchronization between the GPU driver and GPU is done via MMIO polling, not interrupts.

The static HIX trusted library is linked to the user enclave for inter-enclave communication, and provides an essential application programming interface (API) almost identical to the corresponding CUDA driver API. Therefore, programmers can easily use HIX in the same way as they use the existing CUDA API. We use the OCB-AES-128 authenticated encryption.

### Table 2. HIX Trusted Computing Base (TCB) breakdown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Software Attack Surface</th>
<th>Protection Mechanism</th>
<th>Related Section(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Access Restriction</td>
<td>Memory Encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU Enclave</td>
<td>Memory Access (MemAcc.)</td>
<td>SGX EPC Protection§</td>
<td>4.2, 4.3, 4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GECS &amp; TGMR</td>
<td>MemAcc. &amp; HIX Instructions</td>
<td>SGX EPC Protection</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU BIOS†</td>
<td>MMIO</td>
<td>MMU</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU Registers</td>
<td>MMIO</td>
<td>MMU</td>
<td>4.2, 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU Memory</td>
<td>MMIO &amp; DMA</td>
<td>MMU</td>
<td>4.2, 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCIe Infrastructure‡</td>
<td>MMIO</td>
<td>PCIe Root Complex</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Enclave &amp; HIX Library</td>
<td>MemAcc.</td>
<td>SGX EPC Protection 4.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-Enclave Shared Memory</td>
<td>MemAcc. &amp; DMA</td>
<td>OCB-AES</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§ - SGX EPC protection consists of access restriction with EPCM, and memory encryption with MEE.
† - GPU BIOS is first restricted to be accessed, and measured by the GPU enclave.
‡ - PCIe routing mechanism is protected by modification on the PCIe root complex.

### Table 3. Prototype system configurations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host</th>
<th>Guest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OS Ubuntu 16.04.4 LTS 64bit</td>
<td>Ubuntu 16.04.5 LTS 64bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel 4.14.28</td>
<td>4.13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU Intel Core i7 6700 3.40GHz 4C/8T</td>
<td>NVIDIA GeForce GTX 580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU KVM-SGX &amp; QEMU-SGX</td>
<td>SGX SDK ver 2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[18, 22, 23, 27, 28, 36, 38, 54]
Table 4. Size of matrix and the corresponding data size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix size</th>
<th>HtoD size</th>
<th>DtoH size</th>
<th>Total mem requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2048x2048</td>
<td>32MB</td>
<td>16MB</td>
<td>48MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096x4096</td>
<td>128MB</td>
<td>64MB</td>
<td>192MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8192x8192</td>
<td>512MB</td>
<td>256MB</td>
<td>768MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11264x11264</td>
<td>968MB</td>
<td>484MB</td>
<td>1452MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

encryption algorithm for data confidentiality and integrity protection [33]. Intel SGX-SSL library is used for encryption and decryption in enclaves, and we implemented the GPU cryptography functions based on the OpenSSL OCB implementation and RFC7253 specification [14, 21, 33, 46].

To mitigate the cryptography overheads, the memory copies in HIX are pipelined; i.e. authenticated encryption or decryption and actual copy operation are operated in parallel. HIX divides a large data block into multiple smaller chunks, and encrypts the n+1th chunk during the transfer of the encrypted nth chunk.

5.3 Performance Overhead

We evaluate the overheads of HIX for performance with two workload scenarios. First, we use micro-benchmarks for matrix add and multiplication to evaluate the entire execution stages from the application initiation originated from the user enclave to the completion in the GPU. Next, we use the Rodinia benchmarks for more realistic workload scenarios [6, 7]. Each test is measured five times, and an average is shown.

We perform our evaluation on a system with a GPU and SGX-enabled CPU. Table 3 presents the system configuration for the evaluation. In this section, Gdev denotes runs with the original unsecure Gdev platform.

5.3.1 Matrix Operation Microbenchmarks

To analyze the performance of HIX, we first use simple matrix operations: integer matrix addition \((A + B = C)\) and integer matrix multiplication \((A \times B = C)\), and compare the results between HIX and the original Gdev with various data sizes. Table 4 represents the sizes of input and output data in terms of the matrix size. Note the GPU we used for tests (NVIDIA GeForce GTX 580) has 1.5GB memory capacity, hence we could not measure the performance for matrix operations with larger than 1.5GB memory usage.

The results are illustrated in Figure 6. For matrix addition with a low ratio of computation over communication, the overhead from the cryptographic operations dominates the other costs, causing the execution to be 2.5x times slower than Gdev. For matrix multiplication, however, computation time drastically increases compared to the addition, making security overheads account for a much less portion of the execution time. For multiplication with the 11264x11264 input size, HIX is slower than the original Gdev by only 6.34%. As shown by the analysis, the majority of performance overheads in HIX are from the authenticated encryption overheads between the user enclave and GPU. The performance cost of HIX highly depends on the ratios of the computation in GPUs and communication between the CPU and GPU.

5.3.2 Rodinia Microbenchmarks

Table 5 presents the list of applications selected from the Rodinia benchmark suite, and the data amounts transferred between the CPU and GPU along with the problem sizes. The application selection follows the ones used for the original Gdev evaluation, although there are minor changes due to the porting issues.

Figure 7 presents the result of the selected Rodinia benchmark applications. HIX showed 26.8% slower performance than the unsecure Gdev on average. When the computation to communication ratio is high as shown in GS, HIX exhibits a comparable performance to Gdev. However, the performance degradations are higher for the applications with large data transfers (BP, NW, and PF), with 81.5%, 70.1%, and 154% performance degradations respectively. In addition,
the task initialization overhead is slightly lower in HIX, and thus small kernel launches in HS, LUD, and NN, are faster in HIX than Gdev.

5.4 Multi-User Execution
In this section, we evaluate the performance when multiple users request the GPU service simultaneously. The results are illustrated in Figure 8 (service to 2 users) and Figure 9 (service to 4 users). The execution times are normalized to those with Gdev with one user. As HIX includes multiple in-GPU cryptography kernel executions, the overheads from the cryptography kernel execution itself, increased context switches, and resource underutilization for small data cryptography make HIX performance worse than Gdev. HIX parallel execution shows performance about 45.2% worse with two users, 39.7% worse with four users, than the Gdev parallel execution. However, the performance is still better than the execution scenario that the GPU enclave runs the received requests sequentially. Once the concurrent multi-user execution without context switches is supported with the introduction of the latest NVIDIA Volta architecture, the performance degradation is expected to be significantly reduced.

5.5 Security Analysis
We first present a minimal set of security axioms that HIX is founded upon and analyze how HIX defends against classes of attacks given these axioms. We assume that the following security axioms hold valid for HIX:

**Axiom #1 - Hardware root of trust:** Both the GPU and SGX-enabled CPU are trusted and not subject to physical attacks.

**Axiom #2 - SGX-enabled security:** SGX preserves the integrity of code running within enclaves and the confidentiality of data stored at runtime in the enclaves.

Axiom #1 guarantees the presence of trusted CPU that ensures SGX operates correctly as designed. In addition, it assumes that the GPU hardware itself is trusted, as a physical attack on it is out of scope. Axiom #2 ensures the confidentiality and integrity of code and data within the SGX enclaves. The code that executes in the enclaves (both in the user and GPU enclaves) can be attested and verified to be as intended.

In Figure 10, we illustrate the round-trip user data flow to and from the user app and the GPU, and highlight the attack surface of HIX indicated with circled numbers. We design HIX to guard against these possible attack points.

**Data Confidentiality and Integrity Attacks:** An attacker can target two forms of data, namely (1) communication data between two entities at runtime, and (2) the computational data that is being used in the entity or stored at rest.

First, to protect communication data outside the trusted entities covered by Axiom #1, HIX safeguards the inter-enclave shared memory communication channel (1), the MMIO path (3), and the PCIe routing path (4). To secure the inter-enclave communication, HIX uses the Intel SGX local attestation and Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol [12] to negotiate the initial session encryption keys between the enclaves. The subsequent inter-enclave communication flows of the request messages and user data are then encrypted with the OCB-AES authenticated encryption algorithm to ensure their confidentiality and integrity. An incrementing nonce is also used to ensure freshness of the encryption messages and to prevent replay attacks. When the data is transferred, they remain encrypted with the key, hence the confidentiality and integrity are still guaranteed until the data reaches to the GPU.

Second, we ensure that the critical ephemeral data, such as the session cryptographic keys, remain protected within the confines of SGX hardware enforced isolation (2). Axiom
enforces that the secret data remains confidential and inaccessible to the adversary. The session cryptographic keys are created and stored in the GPU, still they cannot be accessed from the adversary as the MMIO can only be accessed by the eligible GPU enclave, which is detailed in Section 4.3.

**Code Integrity Attacks:** Since the GPU enclave mediates sole access to the GPU, an attacker may attempt to compromise the code running within the GPU enclave (2) during the setup process. **Axiom #2** ensures the integrity of the code running within the enclaves. Furthermore, the user leverages SGX to perform a remote attestation [20] on the code running within the GPU enclave. As part of the attestation process, the GPU enclave code cryptographically confirms its provenance (as being the code provided by the GPU vendor) and further verifies that it has not been modified and is indeed executing on a genuine Intel SGX-enabled system.

**MMIO Address Translation Attacks:** To subvert the secure hardware I/O path established between the GPU and GPU enclave via the MMIO (3), an attacker can try to redirect one of the path endpoints to an attacker-controlled entity. Two potential ways to achieve this are: (1) registering an erroneous address pair during TGMR registration, and (2) modifying the page table entry related to the MMIO. These attacks are thwarted by HIX’s design. For the first type of attacks, the execution of **egadd** validates that the virtual and physical addresses are within the proper range of the GPU enclave virtual address space and physical MMIO region. In the second type of attacks, after registering the trusted MMIO region, the attacker can attempt to modify a page table entry for the MMIO to redirect traffic between the GPU and GPU enclave to a memory region the attacker controls. To guard against this, the page table entry retrieved by the page table walker is validated before being used, as detailed in Section 4.3.

**DMA Attacks:** An attacker can modify the target physical address of DMA and allow attacker-controlled data to be copied to/from the GPU (3). However, this attack will not work in the presence of HIX’s use of authenticated encryption. The integrity of the encrypted data is checked based on the OCB-AES algorithm. If an attacker attempts to inject compromised data at runtime, the GPU and user enclave will detect the failure in the integrity check and abort. This protection is still valid when a malicious IOMMU is used for DMA [58].

**PCle Routing Modification Attacks:** An attacker can attempt to intercept PCle packets heading to the GPU by modifying the intermediate PCle routing path (4). In addition, an attacker can redirect packets from the GPU enclave to an untrusted destination, which can potentially induce the GPU enclave to create a secret key with an untrusted device other than the GPU. To prevent the PCle routing table from modification, the GPU enclave locks the MMIO routing information through MMIO lockdown, and then validates the routing information from the PCle root complex to the GPU during initialization, as illustrated in Section 4.3.2. After the GPU enclave is initialized, the attacker cannot modify the routing path from the host to the GPU.

**GPU Enclave Termination Attacks:** As discussed in Section 4.2.3, the forcefully terminated GPU enclave (2) is still registered in the hardware (GECS and TGMR) as the owner process of the GPU. Therefore, even a newly created GPU enclave process cannot access the GPU, as the GPU enclave registration is not reset with the GPU enclave termination. The GPU can be used only after a power recycling and system reboot, removing any remaining information in the GPU and its memory.

**GPU Emulation Attacks:** A privileged adversary can set up an emulated GPU (6). However, during the secure initialization of the GPU enclave, HIX checks the hardware status of the GPU. Since the trusted PCle root complex retrieves only the real devices attributes, HIX can prevent an emulated GPU from being used and guarantee the trusted routing to the actual hardware GPU.

### 5.6 Limitations

In this section, we discuss the limitations of HIX, stemmed from the key design principle: no modification to the GPU architecture.

**Physical Attacks on GPUs:** GPUs do not have a trusted memory region, and the data in the GPU memory exist in plaintext. Therefore, direct physical accesses on the GPU memory will expose the user data. In addition, as PCle interconnects are exposed, injecting malicious PCle packets via a special hardware is possible. For such packet injections, securing the routing path to the GPU is not sufficient to secure the control of the GPU via MMIO.

**No PCle Peer-to-Peer Transaction Service:** PCle peer-to-peer (P2P) transaction services, such as NVIDIA GPUDirect, are used for high performance systems. The HIX design in this paper is focused on a single GPU or multi-GPU system.

---

**Figure 10.** Attack surface analysis illustrates possible attacks and HIX defense at different stages of the secure dataflow.
without P2P connection across GPUs, providing protection only for the communication path between a user enclave and GPU. Investigating the P2P communication with HIX is our future work.

**PCIe feature not supported for MMIO Lockdown:** The PCI specification specifies a way of getting the MMIO size [41]. However, the sizing inquiry involves a BAR write with all 1’s, which is not allowed after the MMIO lockdown in HIX. This problem is implementation specific; it can be solved with additional mechanism, such as the PCIe root complex exceptionally accepts a MMIO modification if it is writing all 1’s for the sizing inquiry.

**No GPU Demand Paging Support:** Recent GPUs support demand paging which dynamically copies data from the host to the GPU with page faults to extend GPU memory to the main memory [44, 47, 48]. Supporting such demand paging requires additional encryption and integrity protection for the pages before writing back to the main memory. However, our prototype does not provide the feature due to the lack of demand paging supports in the open source Gdev platform. Adding the demand paging will be our future work.

## 6 Related Work

A recent study, Graviton, conducted in parallel to HIX, proposed a trusted computation on GPUs by the GPU-provided isolated execution [52]. Graviton proposed to modify the GPU hardware to prevent the device driver from directly accessing several critical GPU interfaces, such as communication channels, page table entry, etc. Unlike Graviton, HIX is focused on protecting commodity GPUs with hardware extensions of the I/O components and SGX supports in the CPU side.

There have been several recent studies to improve the security of the current systems with SGX. In SCONÉ [2], a docker container runs inside SGX enclave. It uses an asynchronous system call interface to pass container’s system call requests to outside the enclave fast. Kim et al. used SGX to enhance the security of anonymity network software to address its current limitations [30]. There are several recent studies to reduce the limitation of memory capacity of SGX. Eleos proposed a general library for storing data on the secure memory pool outside of the enclave [40]. ShieldStore and SPEICHER proposed application-specific approaches for key-value storage to keep data securely on untrusted memory [3, 31].

There are several studies that analyzed the security vulnerabilities of GPUs. CUDA Leaks [45] showed how GPU data can be leaked to a malicious user, and Zhu et al. [58] analyzed the GPU architecture and its potential security holes. PixelVault uses the GPU hardware as a secure storage of keys, exploiting the physical isolation between GPU and CPU [51]. Since GPUs typically reuse isolation between GPU and CPU [51]. Since GPUs typically reuse memory blocks that are not initialized to zero in memory allocations or deallocations, residual information from past computational sessions can be examined by attackers from the GPU memory [17, 29, 34, 56].

Recent studies investigate the security aspects of I/O devices and their computations. Border Control proposed the security of heterogeneous systems with accelerators [39]. The study is focused on protecting the system from the potentially malicious accelerators, while HIX provides secure GPU and accelerator computation isolated from compromised privileged software. SUD isolates potentially malicious device drivers from the kernel space by providing an emulated kernel environment in the user space [4].

Several studies investigated a hypervisor-based approach [53, 57] and system management mode (SMM)-based approach [32] to improve the security between the user and I/O devices under an untrusted OS. SGXIO utilized a formally verified hypervisor to provide a trusted path between user applications and I/O devices [53]. The trusted device driver on the hypervisor provides device services to the user application in an enclave. However, SGXIO does not investigate its approach for performance-oriented GPU computing. SGXIO relies on device virtualization, which has high performance overheads for GPUs. Recent studies for full GPU virtualization showed that the performance overheads are significantly higher than native executions [50, 55].

## 7 Conclusion

This paper proposed a hardware and software architecture to protect GPU computation from malicious privileged software. HIX isolates the I/O interconnect and GPU driver from the control of the OS, without requiring any change to the hardware GPU architecture. Although this paper focuses on the discrete GPU platform connected with PCIe buses, HIX can be extended to support various accelerator architectures communicating with CPUs over I/O interconnects by applying the proposed device isolation principles. The prototype implementation on an emulated system demonstrates the feasibility of secure GPU computation with minor hardware I/O interconnect changes.
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